
torino  |  camden dining collection  |  made in America

torino

a delectable accompaniment to any well-dressed space
This distinctive, dining-room seating collection combines clean lines with dazzling fabric to deliver undeniable style. Constructed from solid 
maple and reinforced with benchmade craftsmanship, Torino delivers lasting performance and a versatile, transitional design that easily pairs 
with a multitude of décor styles.

product details
 u Chair frames are craftsman-built from reinforced hardwood. Solid maple lefs are tapered 
and splayed legs for superior stability.

 u Hand-applied finishes are coated with lacquer for added protection.

 u Seats are reinforced with flexible, rubber webbing layered with foam for a snug, 
comfortable cushion.

 u Our Crypton® Nomad Snow performance fabric is easy-to-clean, soft yet durable—
engineered with stain-, odor-, and moisture-resistant technology in every fiber.

 u Our Sofie Chia and Turbo Ash Performance Fabrics are extremely durable and resist 
stains and fading but remain beautiful and soft to the touch.

 u Legs of pieces upholstered in Crypton® Nomad Snow, Turbo Ash Performance Fabric, 
and Chalet Oyster are painted in our Fossil finish.

 u Legs of pieces upholstered in Sofie Chia Performance Fabric, Theater Gunsmoke, and 
Norre Steel are painted with a Black finish.

 u Pieces upholstered in Norre Steel are accentuated with steel nailheads.

 u Pieces upholstered in Theater Gunsmoke are accentuated with brass nailheads.

 u Additional barstools, counter stools, and benches are available by special order.

 u Dining Chair seat: 20" H

 u Barstool seat: 30" H

 u Counter Stool seat: 24" H

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus Design 
Consultant for care recommendations

Dining Chair 
20" w x 19" d x 39" h (20" to seat) 
Sofie Chia (Cory Onyx welt) XTOFDSF* 
Crypton® Nomad Snow 30TORNOMSNOW 
Turbo Ash 30TORTRBOASH
Theater Gunsmoke  30TORGNSMK
Chalet Oyster 30TOROYSTER
Norre Steel  30TORSDNRSTL

Barstool 
19" w x 20" d x 49" h (30" to seat) 
Crypton® Nomad Snow XTOFBHF* 
Turbo Ash XTOFBHD* 
Norre Steel  30TORBSNRSTL

Counter Stool 
19" x 20" x 43" (24" to seat) 
Crypton® Nomad Snow XTOFBHF* 
Turbo Ash XTOFBHD* 
Norre Steel  30TORCSNRSTL

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your 

style story. This collection is available 

in special-order Fabrics, Leathers, 

Finishes, and More, details below. 

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Finishes:

Fossil BlackNorre Steel

Eco-Leather:

Chalet OysterTheater 
Gunsmoke

Fabrics:

Sofie Chia 
Performance 
Fabric

Crypton®  
Nomad Snow

Turbo Ash


